Transform your interior walls, ceilings and more.
Lake house. Farm house. Beach house. Your house. BeadBoard is incredibly versatile—equally at home in just about any environment.
The faithfully reproduced, authentically milled, solid pine, tongue & groove boards in our BeadBoard Collection make it easy to bring visual interest and timeless appeal to your space—stained and ready to install.

BeadBoard Collection
The classic charm of coastal, country and modern interiors.
Beautiful environments. Bring the laid-back charm of our BeadBoard Collection to your coastal, country and modern interiors. A traditional American favorite for walls, ceilings, backsplashes, wainscoting, covered porches and more, our boards are precisely milled with classic, deep grooves you won’t find in paneled imitations to authentically replicate the texture and charm of this classic favorite.

Thoughtfully crafted. Factory stained and finished, our BeadBoard Collection is crafted from hand-selected solid pine, expertly fabricated for fast and easy tongue & groove installation. Boards are prefinished to eliminate the time, cost and mess of staining on the job. All finishes are eco-friendly with low to no maintenance.

Visit our website to find a dealer near you. www.greatamericanspaces.com

How much do you need?
(square footage to cover + 10% for waste/trim) ÷ coverage per board = number of boards needed

Not intended for use on floors, exposed outdoor surfaces or in areas with high humidity or contact with water. IMPORTANT: Always check and comply with all applicable building and fire codes. Mock-ups depicted are for illustration purposes only. Clearances required for installations adjacent to household gas cooking appliances may vary depending upon appliance type, heat output and jurisdiction.

©2017 Great American Spaces. Made in the U.S.A. A product of Great American Spaces, an employee-owned manufacturer and distributor of building materials. The beauty of our planks is created by its infinite variation in character and color. Please use our samples and literature as a general guide, as every piece is unique.